The exhibition “Poetry in the box.”

The new exhibition at Museion is called “Poetry in the box.”

This exhibition is open to visitors as of March 13, 2024.

Important!

there are explanations for some words in the text.
The explanations are placed to the right.
And these explanations are written in gray.

The exhibition will be at Museion Passage.

Museion Passage is right behind the entrance hall
on the ground floor of Museion.
Museion Passage is accessible and the entry to Museion Passage is free.

People can see artworks by Ugo Carrega at the exhibition.

Ugo Carrega was a very important Italian artist.

Ugo Carrega worked a lot on visual poetry.

Visual poetry is made of:

• Poems.
• Texts.
• And phrases.

In the artworks by Ugo Carrega, texts are mixed with pictures.
And the texts are written in an unusual way.
Ugo Carrega has created artworks for many years. People can see some of his artworks at the exhibition. Some are 70 years old and others are only 30 years old.

Ugo Carrega worked for some exhibition spaces in Milan.

- Milan is a city in the north of Italy.
- Exhibition spaces are like museums.
- At exhibition spaces, people can often see many artworks.

Among others, Udo Carrega worked for these exhibition spaces:

- The “Centro Tool.”
- And the “Mercato del Sale.”
  “Mercato del Sale” is the Italian name for “salt market.”

Ugo Carrega founded the “Mercato del Sale” 50 years ago. The “Mercato del Sale” therefore celebrates an anniversary this year. That is why Museion makes the exhibition “Poetry in the box”.

Ugo Carrega also founded a journal. The name of this journal was “Ana Eccetera.” Ugo Carrega founded this journal with Anna and Martino Oberto.

Ugo Carrega made many artworks together with other artists. Ugo Carrega collected these artworks altogether in boxes. And the artist wrote a label on each box. People could read on the label, for example:

- Which artworks are in the box?
- Who made these artworks?
- And when did the artists make these artworks?
The artworks at the exhibition “Poetry in the box” belong to an association called “Archivio di Nuova Scrittura.”

An association is a group of people. These people have the same purpose. For example, they want to protect the artworks of an artist. Or they want to advertise the artworks of an artist.

“Archivio di Nuova Scrittura” was founded about 35 years ago.

People can see the works of art of “Archivio di Nuova Scrittura”:

- At Museion in Bolzano.
- And at the museum “Mart” in Rovereto.

Rovereto is a town in Trentino, Italy.